This paper investigates to what extent a downward progression of a collapse triggered by the loss of all columns in one or several neighboring intermediate stories in a high-rise building is preventable. Various examples of historical pancake-type collapses showing different degrees of destruction are discussed, with the focus on partial collapses which remained confined to the topmost stories only. An explanation for this particular phenomenon is proposed, which shows how such a collapse is most probably triggered and why, in many cases, a downward progression cannot occur. Based on this, a design strategy for high-rise buildings using a tube system is proposed, which limits the extent of vertical collapse, should it be triggered, to the floors above the zone of initial failure only.
Introduction
Pancake-type collapses are most often observed after strong earthquakes, although the triggering event may also be something else. The extent of collapse can vary from the loss of a single story to total collapse. The Kobe earthquake (Japan, 1995) led in some buildings to the failure of the columns of an entire intermediate story causing the upper structure to fall onto the lower one, but no collapse progression in upward or downward direction occurred. An explanation of how the released potential energy was dissipated was proposed in [1] . This type of failure was not new to structural engineers at the time. The Mexico City earthquake (1985) had already brought to light the possibility of intermediate story collapse (Fig. 1a) . Pancake-type collapse of all stories above some intermediate level (Fig. 1b) was also frequently observed during this earthquake. A collapse with a similar outcome occurred in the Windsor Tower in Madrid, Spain, in 2005, this time triggered by fire.
It is a common reaction after a building collapse, in trying to prevent it from occurring in similar buildings, to focus only on the weaknesses that caused it, and thereby possibly to overlook hidden potentials of the structure which may also lie revealed in the collapse scene. This seems to be the case with the collapses in Mexico City and Madrid mentioned above. Little attention has been paid to the important aspect that these collapses were only partial, although, by a closer examination, important lessons for the design against progressive pancake-type collapse can be learned. To the knowledge of the authors, no significant attempts have yet been made to explain why the collapses remained arrested.
And this outcome does not seem self-evident at all, especially in the light of the total collapse of the WTC Twin Towers in 2001, which showed that the loss of the columns in few neighboring intermediate stories can have disastrous consequences for the whole building. This is also the most important implication of the now widely accepted theory explaining this collapse proposed in [2] . However, this theory cannot account for a partial upper story collapse as observed in Mexico and Madrid, which calls for a re-evaluation of the assumptions on which it is based.
Of course, the primary objective to be pursued after a building collapse, partial or total, is to determine the cause of initial damage, and, as far as economically and architecturally possible, take measures to prevent it from occurring in the first place. (The term initial damage used here and in the following discussion refers to the damage directly inflicted by an abnormal event, excluding secondary damage, which is the result of collapse progression [3] .) However, in light of the fact that the kind of initial damage in question-loss of all columns in one or several neighboring intermediate stories-can lead to total collapse, developing a second line of defense is a desirable strategy to be followed in the design of important high-rise buildings, even if currently not required by the building codes. The objective should be to design buildings in a way that the extent of collapse progression following an initial damage of the kind described above remains as small as possible. Such strategy is reasonable given the fact that column loss may also result from extreme loading scenarios other than those mentioned above, some of which cannot even be foreseen or may for other reasons be impossible to directly design against. Furthermore, only a fraction of the columns at a given level of a building need to be directly destroyed until a point is reached when the remaining columns at that level can no longer support the increased load and column failure starts to spread in a zipper-type manner [3] over the entire building cross section. The result is the same as when all columns at that level are directly destroyed-the whole building part above the damage zone starts gaining vertical velocity. The partial collapses shortly mentioned above and discussed in some detail below are real-world examples showing that a pancake-type collapse can in principle be arrested at an intermediate level.
In all these cases, the force exerted by the collapsing upper floors on the lower structure was obviously not large enough to overload it. Before developing an explanation, some important features of the partial collapses in Mexico City and Madrid are outlined which provide hints at how the loading situation is to be modeled.
Partial collapses in Mexico City and Madrid
The following summary of the problems that led to these partial collapses will go only into so much detail as needed to provide clues about the loading on the lower structure exerted by the collapsing upper floors.
Partial collapses in Mexico City after the earthquake in 1985
2.1.1 Observed failure modes
The large number of upper story collapses was ascribed to a commonly applied design concept in which columns in upper levels were drastically reduced in size in order to achieve a more economic design [4] . Failures at intermediate levels occurred because the column cross section and thus the story shear capacity decreased along the building height faster than the earthquakeinduced story shear forces. In such a case, the story shear capacity is first exceeded not at the base, where the story shear has its maximum, but at some higher level where the column cross section changes. Damage then tends to localize primarily in this level, since the horizontal force transmitted to the building part below remains limited. Loss of the columns in a single intermediate story is therefore considered the most probable triggering event in the collapse cases of interest here. Fig. 2 gives an idea of how collapsed buildings or building parts might have looked like shortly before collapse was triggered.
Probable collapse mechanism after the loss of columns in an intermediate level
Because of lack of sufficient information on specific buildings, the following discussion of the cases of upper story collapse will be based on observed common features and generally known characteristics of multistory buildings. Fig. 3a , for example, is likely to lead to total collapse because the columns of the upper structure meet the floors of the lower structure, and vice versa. Collapse mode c) is the only one in which the falling upper structure can meet the needed resistance from below in order for it collapse as observed. It is important to point out that the collapsed floors must have retained their ability to span over the distance between their previous supports. Otherwise, the topmost floor of the lower structure, since there are no indications that it was extra strong, would have failed under the static and dynamic loading of the collapsing floors, thereby almost certainly initiating total collapse. This points to an important distinction that has to be made-between floor failure and column failure as the event causing downward progression of a pancake-type collapse triggered at an intermediate level.
Now, regarding the phase after the impact-for the case that there is no horizontal misalignment between upper and lower columns-it is assumed in [2] that all plastic deformations and possible failures occur only in columns in the vicinity of the impact zone, excluding the possibility that the upper structure loses its integrity at impact as suggested in Fig. 3c . In the collapse cases of interest here, it is probable that the upper structure had already been partially damaged as the intermediate story was lost and collapse was initiated. However, as will be explained later, this must not necessarily have been the case. While it is difficult to say how exactly the upper structure fell apart at impact, it is improbable that significant compact masses had formed within the falling rubble, before it was stopped at the top of the lower structure. Otherwise, the collapse would probably have progressed downwards. Further details will become clear later. 
Partial collapse of the Windsor Tower
The Windsor Tower was a 32-story high-rise building with steel perimeter columns carrying only gravity loads, and a concrete core solely responsible for the lateral load resistance. An important feature of the building is that it had an extra strong concrete floor in the 17-th story. In 2005, a major fire caused the collapse of most of the floor area around the concrete core above the level of the strong floor. More information on the building and the fire can be found in [5] . The fire started in the 21-st story and, because of missing fire protection systems, quickly engulfed the entire upper half of the building above the strong floor. This part, directly affected by the fire, collapsed, leaving only the concrete core of the upper half of the building standing. Of importance for the objectives of this paper is the fact that the collapse remained arrested at the level of the strong floor. Obviously, this floor played an important role in arresting the collapse. However, it still remains to be explained why the columns of the lower structure, which supported this floor, weren't overloaded.
By examining the available video footage, it can be seen that the collapse of the fire-weakened parts resembles the flow of a viscous fluid poured on top of the lower structure. This important observation is the basis of the collapse model developed in the next chapter.
3. Axial capacity demand on the columns of the lower structure
Physical model describing the loading on the lower structure
Although the mechanism that leads to loss of integrity of the upper structure is different in the buildings in Mexico City and Madrid, the way the lower structure is loaded is very similar. A onedimensional collapse model assuming constant velocity over the building cross section for the collapsing parts is developed here. Since the purpose is to establish the axial capacity demand on the columns of the lower structure, its topmost floor is assumed to possess enough capacity to transfer the loads without failing prematurely, as was the case in the Windsor Tower. After collapse is triggered, based on the discussion above, the upper structure is assumed to suddenly turn into a column of loose rubble with no resistance in vertical direction (further discussion of this important assumption follows in the next chapter). The rubble mass then starts to accumulate on top of the lower structure. As long as the columns of the lower structure remain elastic, the vertical displacement and velocity of its top are very small compared to those of the collapsing floors, and are therefore neglected. In other words, the collapsing parts are considered to come to an abrupt halt at the top of the lower structure-in an everquicker succession of perfectly plastic collisions.
The significance of the single discrete masses for the solution quickly diminishes with growing number of collapsing floors. Assuming that these floors are sufficiently numerous, the mass of the upper structure is approximately smeared along its original height ℎ (Fig. 4a) . The mass per unit height ̅ is considered to be constant along the height ℎ. In most cases this will be sufficiently accurate, since most of the mass is usually concentrated in the floors, which carry approximately the same loads. These considerations lead to a continuous mass flow describing the collapse of the upper structure.
After collapse is triggered, the mass of the vertical rubble column, representing the disintegrated upper structure, is in free fall. For the derivations below it will be easier to consider the equivalent situation of a rigid horizontal plane accelerating upwards with (acceleration of gravity), thereby collecting the mass of a motionless rubble column (Fig. 4a) . The rigid horizontal plane represents the topmost floor of the lower structure. The force needed to move the plane upwards in the described fashion is equal to the force exerted by the collapsing rubble column on the lower structure. A simple closed-form solution can be obtained based on the law of conservation of momentum.
Fig. 4: a) physical model describing the loading on the lower structure, b) force ( ) normalized with respect to the total weight of the collapsing structure
The force acting over an infinitesimal time interval leads to a momentum change which can be expressed as
where bold letters denote vector quantities. This can be further developed to obtain
where dots denote derivatives with respect to time. After leaving out higher-order terms this yields ( ) = ( )̈( ) +̇( )̇( ) (3) ( ) is the compact mass resting on the horizontal plane at time . The thickness of this compact mass layer is considered negligible compared to the distance ( ). Now, replacing the one-dimensional vectors by their single components and substituting the expressions for ( ), ( ), and their time derivatives, the final expression for ( ) is obtained
This function of time is valid up until point in time * when ( * ) = ℎ, and the force drops to its static value. Time * is obtained to be * = √ 2ℎ (5) This is the time point when ( ) reaches its peak value = ( * ) = 3 ̅ ℎ
where ̅ ℎ is the total weight of the upper structure. Fig. 4b shows the force ( ) normalized with respect to ̅ ℎ. It can be seen that at = 0, when the upper structure loses its integrity, the force ( ) suddenly drops to zero. After climbing to 3 ̅ ℎ, at = * it drops to its original static value-the weight of the now collapsed upper structure ̅ ℎ.
Dynamic effects
The force ( ) from Fig. 4b can be split into a static and dynamic component. The dynamic component is shown in Fig. 5a . Since the dynamic properties of the lower structure are continuously changing with time because of the time-varying mass ( ) on its top, a solution for its dynamic response can only be obtained by numerical time integration. However, a general upper bound for the maximum response to the dynamic load can be obtained by calculating a response spectrum. (Similar considerations were necessary in the design of the Confederation Bridge in Canada against progressive collapse [3] ). Fig.  5b shows the maximum dynamic support force , , normalized with respect to the maximum dynamic force , = 2 ̅ ℎ for different ratios * / , being the natural period of a SDOF oscillator. The spectrum has its maximum of 1.64 for * / = 0.9.
Fig. 5: a) dynamic component of the force on the lower structure, b) response spectrum
With this information, an upper bound for the capacity demand on the columns of the lower structure can be determined to: , = ̅ ℎ(1 + 2 * 1.64) = 4.28 ̅ ℎ
Note, however, that this value is probably too conservative for several reasons. First, several modes of vertical vibration participate in the linear dynamic response of the lower structure. With growing number of excited modes, it becomes more improbable that all of them are equally highly amplified and reach their maximum response values at the same time. Furthermore, it was assumed that the entire mass of the collapsing floors comes to rest on top of the lower structure, excluding the possibility that some portion of this mass may fall outside the building perimeter to the ground. And finally, the upper structure will seldom collapse uniformly over the building cross section as assumed in the onedimensional collapse model above. All these factors may substantially reduce the capacity demand on the columns of the lower structure.
These considerations lead to the conclusion that, given a strong floor below the level of initial damage, even in the absence of the favorable circumstances just addressed, collapse will not progress downwards if the columns of the lower structure are not utilized to more than about 23 % under precollapse conditions (see eq. (7)). This may explain why the collapses discussed above remained arrested.
Implications
Based on a simple physical model, this paper attempted to explain how a vertical collapse triggered at an intermediate level can remain limited only to the floors above this level. Based on observations from historical collapses, it was assumed that the upper structure loses its integrity after collapse is triggered. But are the above results relevant for buildings where the structure above the damage zone is intact as collapse is triggered? What would have happened in the Windsor Tower, for example, if only several intermediate stories above the strong floor had burned and lost their capacity, and the structure above them had been intact? In this case, the collapse of the directly damaged intermediate stories can still be described by the proposed continuous mass flow model-their mass will accumulate on top of the lower structure. But what happens next, after the intact upper structure, which had also been in a free fall following the collapsing intermediate stories, hits the compact mass resting on top of the lower structure?
The case of a vertically falling frame structure impacting a rigid surface was studied in [1] , and it was demonstrated that there are several deformation modes that can develop on impact, depending on the relative capacity of the different structural components. The deformation mode then determines the ductility demand on the components. In case the ductility supply is exceeded, depending on where this first occurs, a specific collapse mode ensues. One of the possibilities is that the impact force reaches its maximum possible value-the sum of the axial capacities of the columns in the lowest story of the falling structure-only for a short time after impact, until the falling floors shear off at their connections to the columns (such a case is shown in Fig. 3c ). This collapse mode can occur if the axial capacity of every column in every level of the falling structure exceeds by a certain factor the sum of the connection shear capacities of all the floors connected to the given column above the given level. This factor depends on the ratio between column mass and floor mass, and is usually not much greater than unity. More details can be found in [1] .
In this context, it has to be noted that in the upper levels of a multistory building the utilization ratio under gravity loads is usually substantially lower for the columns in compression than for the floor connections in shear. This is because in practice the cross section of columns changes in steps of several stories over the height of a building, whereas the axial force due to gravity changes every story. Therefore, on average, a column is overdesigned, and more so in the upper stories because of the small axial forces there. This does not apply to floors and their connections, which, as far as they don't participate in the lateral load resisting system, are designed independent of their level above the ground. A uniform high utilization ratio can thus be achieved for gravity floors and their connections, and is usually the case.
Based on these considerations, it can be concluded that the Windsor Tower would probably have collapsed as observed anyway, even if not the entire structure above the strong floor had been fireweakened. If, namely, the floor connections of the falling intact structure fail in shear at impact as described above, it effectively loses its integrity, and the assumptions from the previous chapter remain valid. In fact, this might be what happened in some of the upper story collapses in Mexico City.
The possibility of connection shear failure is only one of the reasons why, in a vertical collapse triggered at an intermediate level, the upper structure is difficult to save. Efforts should therefore be concentrated on saving the lower structure. In this endeavor, in light of the presented findings, it seems that the possibility of column failure should not be the most serious concern as suggested in [2] , since the columns will often have enough reserves. A more serious problem is to find a way to transfer the loads to the columns below the failure level, since a normal floor will not be able to deal with that. In this context, it seems more probable that the total collapse of the WTC is the result of a triggering event similar to that shown in Fig. 3a , where the falling structure met almost no resistance from below.
Conclusions
This paper investigated possibilities to limit the extent of collapse progression in a high-rise building in case that all columns in one or several neighboring intermediate stories are lost in an abnormal event.
In trying to explain the observations from historical pancake-type collapses which remained confined to the uppermost stories only, a simple physical model allowing a closed-form solution was developed. It was demonstrated that the force exerted by the collapsing upper floors on the structure below, taking into account dynamic effects, is indeed limited to values that the columns of the lower structure can in many cases cope with. More precisely, this force can reach about four times the total weight of the collapsing floors, and under certain circumstances this value can be substantially lower.
It was also explained why, in most cases, the structure above the zone of initial failure will be difficult to save. It was therefore concluded that efforts should be concentrated on saving the structure below the damaged levels. In particular, it is proposed that strong floors be inserted in different levels along the height of high-rise buildings, say, in intervals of 10 stories. In this way, in case of triggered collapse, the problem of safely transferring the loads from the collapsing upper structure to the columns of the lower structure will be solved. This, namely, seems to be the most serious problem, and not the columns. In buildings using core and outrigger system as lateral load resisting system, the outrigger levels are good candidates for strong floors. The outrigger-and belt trusses, usually one or two stories high, acting compositely with a somewhat thicker reinforced concrete plate, will in most cases have the needed capacity to qualify as a strong floor, without any significant adjustments in the way they are conventionally designed.
